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Human Entrapment in India

MAURICE KING

'Humankind cannot bear very much reality'
-T.S.Eliot

Four Quartets
INTRODUCTION
Eliot was right; if reality is very unpleasant we try to persuade
ourselves that it does not exist. But, however abhorrent reality is,
we have to face it, because there is always something we can do.
The ultimate errors are self-deception and despair.

This paper is the delayed and anguished response to a request
from the editor for a specifically Indian version of a highly
controversial one that I wrote for the Lancet last year called
'Health is a sustainable state'. 1 It discussed the ethical dilemmas
presented by the demographic trap' which are so severe that the
very concept of a trap is taboo and the international agencies
dare not mention it. The dilemmas arise from the fact that on the
one hand we share with all other animals a dependence on the
same ecological constraints of territory, food and water as they
do, and yet on the other hand we have a unique ethical view of
ourselves as people. Western liberalism sees each one of us as
being uniquely valuable, while we Christians see ourselves as
being made in the image of God.

THE DEMOGRAPHIC TRAP

A disorder of •(eco )sustainability'
Sustainability has several meanings, two of which are com-
monly confused. It can mean 'able to be maintained or contin-
ued', for example, 'the sustainability of a health programme
after the donor agency has left'. However, the important new
meaning of sustain ability is 'able to support life in quantity and
variety', for example, 'the people have exceeded the (eco)-
sustainability of their land so that it will no longer support them
and they will starve'. To avoid confusion this new meaning
should be distinguished as 'ecosustainability'. Theoretically,
both meanings ultimately converge, because if something is to
be continued for long enough, it has to be ecosustainable.

An isolated community
Figure 1 shows 'the trap' as it affects an isolated community. All
communities in the process of modernizing start their demo-
graphic transitions with high death and birth rates, and low and
more or less stable populations-they are in the 'trap open' stage;
few such communities now remain. As soon as the death rate in
a community starts to fall and its population starts to rise, the
'trap is set'. If it is lucky its birth rate eventually falls to match its
death rate, it escapes from the trap, and it is left with a stable but
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now much larger population. It has successfully completed its
demographic transition, as have all communities in the industrial
world.

Unfortunately, a community can only remain in the 'trap set'
stage for a limited time. If it stays there too long because its birth
rate does not drop to match its death rate, its rising population
eventually outgrows and destroys its biological support system
(ecosystem), and its death rate starts rising; it has entered the
'trap closing' stage. As the trap shuts, people either die where
they are from starvation, or flee as ecological refugees, as has
happened recently in parts of Ethiopia and the Sahel, where
communities have exceeded the ecosustainability of their agri-
cultural land.

The critical point in this model separates the 'trap set' from
the 'trap closing' stages, since this determines whether a com-
munity is likely to progress towards a demographic transition, or
towards starvation. It is the point at which 'ordinary family plan-
ning' is too late to prevent death from starvation; from then on
this can only be prevented by the 'extraordinary family plan-
ning' of one-child families. As has been shown here at this point
the death rate starts to rise, as is already happening in several
developing countries. There is presumably also a point (not
shown) at which, due to the demographic momentum of a
community,even one-child families will be too late.

The world
The opposite extreme to an isolated community is the whole
world and the global food supply. Between the extremes of those
local communities which rely on subsistence agriculture, and the
entire global community, lie the majority of communities which
produce, import and export varying percentages of their food
supply.

INEQUITY AND MALTHUSIAN CEILINGS
The world's present population of 5.4 billion will probably
double and could triple. Future projections are continually being
revised upwards, so that it is now following the United Nations
'high variant' and is expected to reach 8.5 billion by 2025.3 But
will it starve first, and how much present starvation is Malthu-
sian in that it is the result of people exceeding the carrying
capacity of their land?

Malthus speculated on the growth of population and the
constraints of food supply.' The Malthusian ceiling of a commu-
nity is the maximum number of people that could be supported
by the land from which it derives its food. If there are more
people than this they starve as the trap shuts. This number is
easier to calculate for an isolated community, than for one which
draws its food from many sources, especially if these can
change.

The world as a whole has more than one Malthusian ceiling.
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FIG 1. This shows what happens to an isolated rural community if its birth rate fails to drop. In the trap shut sequence the birth rate
is assumed, for simplicity, to have remained constant; what matters is not its constancy, but the difference between the birth rate

and the death rate.
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There is a theoretical upper one which is the population it could
support if it was all farmed with maximum efficiency, and food
was distributed with complete equity. If this was exceeded we
should all starve slowly, equally and simultaneously.

The world also has a more realistic lower Malthusian ceiling
which takes account of inefficiency and inequity, and of the
realities of agriculture, politics and economics which, alas, make
sure that food will not be optimally produced or equitably
distributed. It appears that we may be approaching this ceiling in
that the world's farmers already have increasing difficulty in
feeding us all. Thus, between 1984 and 1990, the annual growth
in grain production for the world as a whole was I%, while that
of the population was nearly 2%.5 Most of the land that could
usefully be cultivated has been, so that the cultivated area per
head is steadily falling and will only be about a tenth of a hectare
by the year 2000. The main hope for more food lies in increased
yields. The global average grain yield is only about 2.5 tonnes
per hectare, whereas the most productive countries produce
about 7 tonnes-but there are major constraints on increased pro-
ductivity, particularly shortages of water and deterioration of the
soil. A further threat is that global warming is more likely to
impair than improve productivity.

If there is little hope for much more food, and there are
certainly going to be many more people, the only theoretical
alternative to starvation is for diets to become more efficient in
terms of the land from which they are derived. A daily intake of
2000 kcal requires about 200 kg of grain per year. The world
currently produces about 300 kg and feeds the balance to cattle,"
So on present production, and a diet which made the best use of
the sun's energy falling on a given area of land (the most photon-
efficient diet), and completely equitable distribution, the world
could theoretically feed half as many people again, or about 8
billion, but it could not feed a population that will probably
double and could triple.

The world's population trajectory is the sum of all its individ-
ual communities. Since some of them are already reaching their
Malthusian ceilings and are starving, the world could be said to
be starting to reach its realistic Malthusian ceiling, even though
world population is increasing. Thus the United Nations Popula-
tion Fund (UNFPA) report states that half a billion people are
living in absolute poverty on such marginal or fragile land that
they are migrating to the cities as ecological refugees. UNFPA
also report that some governments are having great difficulty
feeding their cities.' As this starvation is due to population in-
crease, combined with an inability of the land in some areas to
produce enough food, it can properly be called Malthusian, and
these populations can be said to be trapped. Meanwhile, droughts
and wars trigger starvation in particular places.

When subsistence farmers starve, starvation is more or less
equal, but when a city is trapped and starves, the poor starve
first. Consequently, inequity within a community has much the
same effect in isolating and starving its trapped members as does
geographical isolation.

When a community calculates its Malthusian ceiling, it has to
reckon with inequity, and include only the food which it pro-
duces, or could realistically call upon from the rest of the world.
Tragically, it cannot rely on the world's theoretical production,
or on what the world could produce and distribute if it tried. To
deny the existence of the trap because inequity is so wrong is to
deny reality. Plans have to be made, both by communities and by
agencies, on the basis of what is going to happen, not on what
ought to happen. The trap is thus ultimately the ethics, politics
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and economics of inequity.
The demographic trap is more than merely neo-Malthusian

because Malthus in 1798 did not foresee the demographic transi-
tion, or the need to pass through its second stage quickly, nor did
he see that negative feedback could destroy biological support
systems and cause ecological collapse. To be accused of being
neo-Malthusian is to be wrong by accusation, because neo-
Malthusians have so often been wrong before. Although the data
predicting entrapment may be imperfect, they are better than any
we have had before. Unfortunately, there is no doubt of its
reality; not only has the trap already shut on parts of Ethiopia and
the Sahel, but it is in the act of shutting elsewhere.

WHICH COMMUNITIES ARE TRAPPED? .
When I asked John Seaman, Director of the British Save the
Children Fund, which communities are in the 'trap closing'
stage, in that they are likely to starve before they undergo a
demographic transition, he replied 'much of the Indian subconti-
nent (particularly Bangladesh), Kenya and Nigeria'. The direc-
tors of two family planning agencies agreed. This then is the
opinion of three experienced and independent observers.

Is India trapped?
Recent population projections for India have been revised sharply
upwards so that it is expected to reach 1.4 billion by 2025, the
most overpopulated areas being the North-Eastern states. So far
family planning in India has not been particularly successful, so
that the hope of bringing fertility down to the replacement level
by 2025 (the medium variant assumption) is optimistic.

The critical question is: Can India feed its future population
which is expected to double and to exceed that of China? If it
cannot, and inequity prevents it importing sufficient food from
abroad, part of it is trapped and will starve. The awfulness of
such a prospect is its scale. If only ten per cent of India starves
this will soon be a hundred million people.

Recent declines in fertility, in the percentage of people in
absolute poverty, and even the export of some rice in good years,
are no guarantees that India will escape from the trap when the
population doubles, as UNICEF insists they are,' nor can India
be sure that technology will come to the rescue. It cannot rely on
another green revolution now that the main constraint is water.
Sen" has described what can be done to prevent hunger within
the constraints of land and water; what happens when they are
exceeded?

ONE-CHILD FAMILIES
Besides starvation, the only other escapes from the trap closing
stage are: (a) very bloody war, (b) disease, such as a particularly
lethal strain of influenza, (c) emigration which is impossible on
the necessary scale, and (d) one-child families.

Of the possible alternatives to starvation, one-child families
are the least undesirable. Even to suggest them when conven-
tional family planning is proving so difficult is to risk ridicule.
Be that as it may-the alternative is entrapment and starvation.
One child families are generally considered unworkable outside
China, because only China has the mechanisms of social control
that make them possible, and even China has difficulty. But they
should at least be considered if the only alternative is to starve:
Mahler has argued that people should be made to see the
necessity for them, but should not be coerced, and that if they
fail to adopt them, then at least everything possible has been
done. At present it is not being done.
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THE TRAP THREATENS THE AID AGENCIES

Why family planning agencies refuse to admit
the 'trap' officially?
The realities of the trap. and the difficulty of one-child families,
put the directors of family planning agencies into the illogical
position of pronouncing publicly that if the world does its
utmost, ordinary family planning will be just in tirne,? while
privately at least two of them will admit that for trapped commu-
nities ordinary family planning is already too late. They refuse to
admit the trap publicly on the grounds that to do so would be to
'write off' some communities. Their reports give the success
stories (Thailand, Indonesia), but not the impending disasters
(Bangladesh, Pakistan, Kenya, Nigeria and perhaps the northem
states of India).

Not to mention the trap is to write off trapped communities by
default, because the need for one-child families is never even
mentioned. Tragically, by refusing to admit the trap, the agen-
cies also deprive governments of the stimulus the trap would
have in promoting ordinary family planning; this would not
prevent starvation, but it would have some mitigating effect.
Family planning agencies must therefore admit the trap. This
requires that when they make population projections they should
link these with food and the environment, and when entrapment
looks likely they should say so.

Why UNICEF refuses to admit the trap
The trap results from the gap between fertility and mortality
persisting too long in the second stage of the demographic
transition, and so threatens the agencies concemed with both. In
trying to narrow this gap, reducing fertility has fewer ethical
problems for the family planning agencies than not doing every-
thing possible to reduce mortality (to 'set levels of mortality
control') has for UNICEF, WHO and some other agencies.
UNICEF will be taken as an example, as it is the only agency
with global, centrally planned, vertical programmes of technical
fixes for child survival (aRT; oral rehydration treatment for
diarrhoea and EPI; the expanded programme of immunization),
with possibilities all have for making the pressures of the trap
worse. For UNICEF everything hinges on what actively lower-
ing the child death rate, with its technical fixes for child survival,
does to the birth rate.

If lowering the child death rate always lowers the birth rate,
UNICEF would be correct in saying: 'It may come as a surprise
that by saving so many young lives we (UNICEF) also reduce
the population growth rate."?

If however lowering the child death rate does not lower the
birth rate, it increases the population growthrate. There are then
two possible situations depending upon where a community is in
relation to the trap:

1. If it is still in the 'trap set' stage, this causes no problems,
because the community can still progress to a demographic
transition.

2. If, however, it has progressed to the trap closing stage, an
increase in the population growth rate makes the pressures of
the trap worse, so that the community will starve sooner. This
puts UNICEF in an intolerable dilemma because it then faces
a conflict between the interests of: (a) the present child; this is
the Hippocratic ethical premise, and it is also UNICEF's
premise since it is UNICEF's charter, (b) the child saved for
the moment but condemned to a malnourished future and an
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early death. Scheper-Hughes has provided a particularly vivid
description of just such a child.'! (c) The community, which
will become progressively more entrapped and will starve
sooner. A further instance of the complexity of these relation-
ships is that the good of the community is ultimately the good
of future children.

UNICEF escapes from this dilemma in two ways: (1) it
refuses to admit the existence of the trap, as does WHO and all
the other international agencies, although privately many of their
officers have no illusions about its reality. (2) UNICEF bases its
programmes on the assumption that lowering the child death rate
always lowers the birth rate.

DEMOGRAPHIC DIFFICULTIES
Unfortunately, although there are many clues, there is no ade-
quate general theory as to what exactly does determine fertility
in particular communities," since much less is known about the
'causes of birth' than about the causes of death. One item of
data, which is almost completely missing, is the frequency and
pattern of sexual intercourse in particular communities, espe-
cially in the past. Demography also handles cultural factors
inadequately.

Potentially, child mortality can affect fertility in at least three
ways: (I) By its interval effect; which is the death of one child
leaving less time in a mother's reproductive life for the concep-
tion of other children, especially if she breast feeds. (2) By
replacement effects; a family replacing a dead child by another
one. (3) Through insurance effects in which a family expects
some children to die and deliberately has some 'spares'. These
effects can be investigated at the level of the family, but it is not
possible to investigate them rigorously at the level of society. 12 I
follow Preston who concluded that: 'The picture is not attractive
for those who look to mortality reduction as a means of reducing
fertility through familial effects, let alone those who advocate
such measures as a means to reduce growth rates. Nor does it
lend much support to models of fertility decision-making that
view couples as proceeding ... deliberately towards some target
number of surviving children. '13

When trying to make the most of why lowering the child
death rate should lower the birth rate, UNICEF stresses the
alleged synergism between its programmes, such that aRT and
EPI promote the uptake of family planning." However, for this
synergism to take place, the mother of a child receiving aRT or
EPI must also be able to get family planning; it is also highly
desirable and perhaps even necessary that workers providing
aRT or EPI should actively promote family planning. Hellberg
observes that 'for a long time it has been totally irresponsible to
provide health care and medical services without family plan-
ning' .15 UNICEF is doing this massively by 'going to scale'
globally with EPI and aRT without at the same time making
sure that some agency or other always does the same with family
planning.

The demographic consensus
It appears that the major effect is not a falling death rate lowering
the birth rate, but that both are lowered independently by various
'socio-economic gains'. Unfortunately there are severe con-
straints, especially lack of arable land and water, which prevent
these gains operating adequately on the birth rates ofthe world's
poorest and increasingly urban billion before this billion is
trapped.
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Those demographers who maintain that lowering the birth
rate lowers the death rate, do so, not because there is proof, but
because they say the arguments are strong: the main one being
that when parents see that their children don't die they will have
fewer ofthem. There are however many exceptions, particularly
the Arab countries, such as Syria and Jordan, where childhood
mortality has fallen but fertility has not, and where families with
eight children are not uncommon. Even if there is an effect, these
demographers admit that there is a time lag which can allow a
community to be trapped before the effect has had time to
operate.

Amid this confusion the one certainty is that communities
differ, that they have to be assessed individually and that UNICEF
cannot always assume, as it presently does, that lowering the
child death rate with technical fixes for child survival, will
always lower the birth rate, especially fast enough to avoid the
entrapment which it presently does not recognize.

To what extent is the fact that the world appears to be
following the United Nations high variant population trajectory,
rather than its medium one, the effect of UNICEF's child sur-
vival programmes? This is something we shall never know; its
programmes and their effects are so complex, and it does not
publish what it spends where on each component.

ETHICAL mFFICUL TIES
If lowering the child death rate does not lower the birth rate, how
should UNICEF solve the dilemma of the three conflicting
premises: the interests of (a) the present child, (b) that child in
future, and (c) the community? I follow Macintyre" who points
out that 'western liberalism' has inherited an assortment of
conflicting ethical premises from its cultural past. These include
equity, the greatest good of the greatest number, the sanctity of
human life and many more. Although the logic of arguments
from any of these premises can be monitored, there is no
logically irrefutable way of determining that one premise is
preferable to another when they conflict, as they often do. This is
unsatisfactory, but at least we know where we are. The social
purpose of (often heated) ethical argument is to improve the
reconciliation of conflicting premises in a given society at a
given time.

In the arguments that will surely follow this paper it is hoped
that contributors will state the premises from which they argue.
Since the resolution of conflicting premises involves compro-
mise, it should not be assumed that when a compromise position
is suggested (for example, not always doing everything that is
technically possible in public health), the inevitable intention is
to proceed to an extreme position, such as the withdrawal of all
health services.

At present UNICEF decides entirely in favour of (a), the
present child; it does this by default in New York, by refusing to
admit that the trap exists, and by insisting that lowering the death
rate always lowers the birth rate.

What should UNICEF do?
UNICEF, WHO and the other agencies, especially those con-
cerned with family planning should:

1. Accept the reality of the demographic trap and discuss its
implications frankly.

2. Encourage local communities to understand the trap and to
find out where they are in relation to it. This 'ecosustainabil-
ity by the people' requires that a community should have
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some idea what its realistic Malthusian ceiling is locally, and
what food it can realistically obtain from elsewhere.

3. Promote family planning with every dollar it can usefully
absorb. For communities which are still in the trap set stage
this can be 'ordinary family planning', both precoital and
postcoital, including abortion. For communities which have
reached the trap closing stage, it will have to be 'extraordi-
nary family planning' with one-child families.

4. Admit that technological fixes for child survival (EPI and
aRT) do not, alas, reduce fertility, especially when UNICEF
goes to scale with them without family planning.

5. Let local communities in the trap closing stage look first at
what can be done to reduce fertility (i.e. one-child families as
these communities are too late for ordinary family planning),
and then if necessary decide on the unhappy compromises to
be made in the interests of (a) the present child, (b) the future
child, and (c) the community. In practice these decisions may
be better made by ministries of health.

6. Adapt all their programmes to the demographic realities of
particular communities, and especially to the realities of the
trap. UNICEF and other aid agencies may need to apply the
different components of their programmes with different
vigour in different places, instead of applying the same
components uniformly in all of them.

7. Match their ecosustainability campaigns in the developing
world with complementary ones in the industrial world, in-
cluding the need for a photon-efficient diet. This should come
first since the industrial world consumes at least ten times as
much of the world's resources per capita as does the develop-
ing world, and in doing so does most to pollute the globe,
particularly with carbon dioxide.

The status of the child in western liberalism
This is the common culture of contemporary 'western civiliza-
tion' , and is the culture in which the aid agencies operate. It goes
back at least to the Greeks, and although it is now atheist, it has
been powerfully influenced by Christianity. Deeply embedded
in this culture are certain values and ethical premises, one of
which, at least in theory, is the enormous importance of the
child, which reached a pinnacle in UNICEF's recent 'Summit
for Children' .

The status of the child presently stands so high that: (I) even
the most marginal dissent from it is considered an outrage, (2)
ethical conflicts involving the child, such as those between
premises (a), (b) and (c), cause severe psychological tension. In
extreme cases, as shown by Taylor," it can end in the denial of
the reality of the trap and in refusal even to debate the issue. (3)
'The child is always right' so that even to criticize UNICEF is
considered malicious.' (4) The dilemma and the tragedy that by
his own very numbers 'the child is his own worst enemy', or 'the
child is destroying himself' is not even thinkable.

The present high status of the child in western liberalism is
comparatively recent; it is hardly more than 100 years old and its
extreme pre-eminence is even more recent. Other cultures, both
today and at other times, have rated the child quite differently,
thus the British sent their children down the mines 150 years
ago!

Readers of this journal presumably have one foot in western
liberalism, and at least part of the other in one or more of several
very different Indian cultures (or is it the other way round?). It is
to be hoped that in trying to resolve these dilemmas and in
reaching a specifically Indian compromise, readers will look
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objectively at the cultural context of the western liberalism in
which the aid agencies operate, and consider that it is not
necessarily immutable. Interestingly, there appears to be no
specifically Christian position regarding the conflict between
premises (a), (b) and (c).

Can public health measures increase the man-years
of human misery?
When I first submitted my paper to the Lancet.' all I felt that I
dare do was to state some of the dilemmas. The editor correctly
demanded that I take up a position on them. Agonized, my
position, somewhat clarified here, was this: 'The demographic
and ecological implications of public health measures to pro-
mote child survival must be understood at all levels, especially
by the community. If these promote entrapment, complementary
measures which reduce it, such as the reduction of fertility and
ecological support, must be introduced with them. If no such
complementary measures are possible, measures for child sur-
vival (specifically ORT) should not be introduced on a public
health scale, since they increase the man-years of human misery,
ultimately from starvation-unless the community understands
the situation and wants these measures.' This is inequitable in
that it is unnecessary if a community is not in the 'trap closing
stage', but unfortunately inequity exists (see above). To deny it
is to deny reality and to make the condition of a trapped
community worse. As a necessary compromise I added that the
individual physician should rehydrate his patient. The response
to the paper varied from 'outraged' to 'genius'.

I argue that just because some public health measures are
technically possible, they don't necessarily have to be applied on
a public health scale, since they could make the condition of a
community worse and increase the man-years of human misery.
They could also increase the years of human happiness, since
even the most disadvantaged are happy sometimes, but we have
no way of equating these. There are also serious philosophical
problems in deciding what kind of population is desired. Since
the effectiveness of ORT is debatable, EPI, especially measles
immunization, would have been a better example. The most
dangerous technology in increasing entrapment is probably the
insecticide impregnated bed net in areas of holoendemic falcipa-
rum malaria, which is capable of reducing the overall mortality
by 63%.)8 My choice of ORT was particularly poignant, since I
was myself orally rehydrated (in Ceylon in 1928, with brandy,
water and a peptic digest).

It is a curious paradox that in communities with more chil-
dren than they can feed, public health should at least in theory
'worship the infant mortality' as the yardstick by which the
health of a community is to be judged. One of the more widely
accepted ethical premises is that life has a gradual beginning, in
that in the UK for example, it is ethically acceptable to abort a
malformed foetus, but not to kill a malformed child. If therefore
steps are to be taken to restrict the number of lives, they should
be taken as early as possible. Thus precoital family planning
(still unacceptable to strict Catholics), postcoital family plan-
ning, and the restriction of such measures as ORT, form an
increasingly undesirable sequence.

It is sometimes argued that to do anything which might let
infant mortality rise would be counter-productive, because fertil-
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ity would rise correspondingly. In view of how unpredictable
fertility is, and what an uncertain effect infant mortality has on it
anyway, there is no knowing what fertility might do. It might
usually continue to fall.

All official projections of world population assume that it
will eventually stabilize at a particular level with zero growth for
the world as a whole. For this to happen it will have either to
achieve socio-economic equality, or socio-economic and cul-
tural inequality will no longer have to have any effect on fertility
and mortality.' 9 In view of the difficulty of achieving the neces-
sary socio-economic gains on the required scale, it is hopeful
that there are some signs that fertility may be falling even
without much socio-economic gain. .

I first learnt of the trap from John Bryant (Professor of Public
Health in Karachi), who said little about it except to commend
the premise of equity. This is why I am trying to do what I can in
this end of the world to reduce our resource consumption and
pollution. Meanwhile, I look forward to illumination and to quite
new insights from India. Be bold and be prepared to let some of
your most cherished premises realign themselves in the achieve-
ment of specifically Indian compromises. This is sure to gener-
ate emotional heat. I refuse to believe that the situation is
hopeless, but it is an enormous challenge and it is certainly going
to be desperately hard work for all of us.
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